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EVALUATING CAUSAL MODELS

The use of 'linear causal models. in mass communication research has

'been increasing over the bast decade. Because these models can organize\
the interrelatiohships cif a large nujiber of : variables, they are 1.

particularly useful_ -to communication research which must by necessity deal
With complex systems of variables. , -

.

Causal analysis is 'based on the existehpe of -a specific set ,of.',
conditions between two or more variables. The philosophic requiOnents for
causalityprovides-the assumptions on which causal analysis is based. These

requirements' imply three -different st9ges in the causal analysis/roces_s:-

But researchers typica1ly carry Out (only the first two stage , leaving, .

themselves open_to possible errOrs-inlcOnclusions drawn frail the r.-4131tif4;'-

causal, mode/. ,

.

,This paper will first briefly outline the'philosophical r irements

for' establishing a causal relationship.' The steps in causa+.a lysikvill
next be _described, 'arid each stage' will be '.related to the r irements,'

Pinally, three very.different examples of causal analysis will be analved.
The-power of the omitted third stage of causal analysis in detecting errors
in causal ordering and linkages will be shun. . -

\ -

REQUIREMENTS FOR CAUSALITY
'First, there must be s atial contiguity between. :the 'cause and the

effect, that is, the cause and effect Must exist together,in physical-space
(landelbaum, et.al., 195'74. This requirement riles out magical "action at

a distance".
Second, there must Be a temporal prioritTbetween cause and effect,

with the cause preceecling the-effect iq time and not Vice versa. (Hume, in

Mandelbaum, et al. ,.'1957; Mal, in Nagel, 1,950). 1$f ohechanges the_ level

of a cause variable,-,there is a correAponding change in the effect vari-able

later in time; if the effect -variable is mar -ulated, there' is no

correspon4ing change in the,cause variable.
Thine, the cause and effect variables must Changes-in the

ne effect var4able .

arson, 1911) ' 1111'

.

n the cause and
Mechanism

_

, value of the cause variable must produce change.
which correspond ir magnitude. (Mill, in Va9e1,
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between' covariance which' occurs indirectly'as .a result of a causal chain
/involving /other variables (and which may a'defit:iite temporal sequence)

and, covariance which is directsand temporally ordered.

/

Caudal analysis is neither' a statistical proced re,. nor a research
design./ It is an analysis strategy whichlis relatively independentof the
statistical procedures used and the experimental or -Observational design
employed. Unlike a statistical procedure which, is ) Concerned, only with,
establishing covariance between variables, causal analysis is based on the
assumption that all conditions for.causal relationshis are' met.

Let us first outline the stepsin caudal analysiS, and 'relate them to.
the /necessary con3itions for eStablishing /causal 'relationships outlined
above., /

Causal analysis, has three clear-cut stages:'
- 4 ,

1)' Specification of the variables and relationships among them, and,
the creation of a causal- diagram which graphiCally represents these

relationships. There are three fundamental rerationships which can exist
between variabies.- They are:: a) Causal, whic11) implies the Variables meet
the conditions of covariance, temporal sequence, and necessary connection;
bY Unanalyzedi, which' implies that the variables oeetfithe,condition of
covariance, but not the conditions of 'temporal sequence or necessary
connection (the_relationshiR between them might be the result of their
common covariance with an unspecified outside variable); and c0 Null,

implying that none of t.l?e conditions hold.
Causal relationshits aethis stage are simply well-stated hypotheses,

of the form ,"X causes \Y, through the mechanism of ...(rationale).:,".
-these can be graphically 'represeted by drawing an arrow from, the cause.
variable to the-effeCt variable. The ar "row points in the direction ofthe

- temporal flow \(from cause to effect) . ''

tnanalyzed relatioAships .are just slOppy hypotheses, of the form "X
and Y'will covary". TheSeare represented.by a double-headed curved arrow.
The two arrowheads symboliZe the lack of temporal sequence and the curved /

line represents the possible spurious nature of the relationship.
Null, relationships are null hypotheseS in the form of"The- is no

relaEionshil between X and Y". They are'graphically represente- by the
-lack of any line between the two variables. )L

In thisistage of the causal analYsiqv the conditions pa

contiguityymporal ptiority and necessary connection 'are met.
Spatial contiguity, is mete, in the researcher's definition of the

problem. Causevariableb and effect variables are defined so tat r_neg are
located in 'the same physical space, and can thus _ract eac'n othe
by, sonie physical mechanism.

Temporal priority is met .in one of three ways:

a) It may-be imposed by experimental design. -Jausal aria_ -Ls is an

excellent'way- to analyze a k:cpplex experimental _7-1-,astigation. he time

Sequence pf 'variables is under the control of the -xperimente: _Ind 'thus

can'be unambiguously asserted in. the causal diagram.

. b) It may be obvious, For example, a persc educat.-- 1 level
obviously preceeds,An time his,ter CUrrel linguistic abilities. lriables

which are not under the cortrol of e researcher, but have obvious

temporal ordering, are also easily stated in the causal diagram.
I

CAUSAL ANNLy$IS'
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c)\-7It may be tested for plausibilitv. Here is the place in-Which,

.
causal analysis excells,"/It/is often riot possible-to manipulate variables

/ "'to control their temporal ordering, or to clearly determine which variable
,

&'-,', preceeds the. other in tiMe:pBut.it is possible to setup two alternative

.causal En which'the;temporal order of tiao.time-ambiguous variables

.is ''reversed: If one of/the'Models is Plausible, and the other is not, that

-is evidenceiisuptorting Ahe 'temp:Sral. ordering of the' plausible model. If

both modelp :are,,plaible,:-/there is nothing to do except admit the

ambiguity.
Note that this 'way' of determining temporal priority recquires some

methOd of evaluating the model which .results from, the first two stages of

causal analysis. In currents'practice, this evaluation is rarely carried

/
out., 7, /. / i / /

.

_
ausa4.

, _/ ii
f
c/analysisjalso requires that a theoretical linkage or rationale

be .stated; for each / /causal' relationship, 'as part of the creation ,of the

causal diagramq This 'fulfills the, condition of necessary connection,

although it of Bourse does'not assure that the'rationale is correct.
.

2) The next step, in causal analysis is to:estimate-the structural

coeffioients-between variables fore, each of `the hypothesized relationships.
These coefficients are estimates of the change tdabe,expected in variable Y ..

as a result of:variable /
'

The coefficients 'Can be estimated a ,number of ways, but if the

variables are at an interval level of measurement, there are some standard,.

-although not /universall,-- agrseed upon, ways of obtaining these values

(Duncan,/191(W. .

.

,
-c

The/causarcoeffici=ts are often estimated by standardized pa_-:tial

regression coefficients (- .ta weights). A Aqpression-is.carqed -Iut for .

each effect Variable. 1- the regression, the effect 'vaiab.1_-- s the

dependent variable, an= _.a independent (Predictor) variables e all

variables-which have di:,-,,ct causal links to the dependent'variabi. .7 the

causal diagram, Each :ela weight estimates the change to be exper-A,:n Y

(the dependent variab as 3 result of one standard unit:cba7ge __L t :. X

(predictor) variable : :F.-I:La:Led with the beta weight. ' ./

Unan: 1_2726.6 relat .-.J.-Ips are best estimited with partial cc--I-E-,:at :n.

What one :st do if: ,-..-:_i constant all variables which .micit i-:er .:ne

between ti:-.,,, two vari ,'-: :;f interest, or which might ser:Ve, to ::=Ii--te

the values of the t--3 ,sa-e Heise, 1975, for a cogent set' 7f as or

determining 1.nese'co - ,'L.- -at -a paths).

The estimates =
::.D.,-__: iance coefficients are often inc- r:_le

published .causal mode . :7-1,,-
--evailing conventiorr is to speciF :s

value the ser -or-ier c _-,:e12,7 -1 between the variables. This

only 'if these :Ir.: no --.7_:: -;.___Is by which the variables can be re=_

Typically, exocan.,.s w .re considereto covary with ea-' fY

an unanalv=af. --lamner. ==mple, suppose there are the e-.:.--_-,1-7__s

variables -2E, SEX, an -73 . all' of which- covary. Soec f; -,c-.. 7-.7.e

AGE--SEX cce±fi:_e.rt -1: -ro-order correlation is Clearly in-...or .La

this obser-re._'i 7 31. rely =: cl des-the covariance path AGESFSRI- --1:1a-

should be specific ll-,
EX covariance which.is indr-pene- --1

SES variable. I. 1 c.1_ -Z._ to a partial correlation :, --_-_.

zero-2order coL -1.7: i::_-___A be us

Incorrec- ,j,_ aefficients will cause errors.idzhc age

of causal alys.5. zince researchers often do not cart_ his

last sta(7,._ of the :cess, faulty specification of 'the_ ace'

coefficier does not _,- to substantial error in interpretation.

_
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This -stage of analysis fulfills theequirement of- establishing
covariance between cause and effect variables. Covariance 1S. estimatedby:
regression beta weights used to Compute the cadsalcoefficients and ie

partial correlation coefficients used to compute.. the. unanalyzed covarian

.relationships. The condition of covariance is met by.significant values

these statistics. b
The structure of the- causal model created in the first stage will

exert a strong effect on' the size and significance of these structural

weights. This iMplieS .that some: hest for the plausibility. of the

assumptions of covariance3land.non7covariance} made in stage. one shoUldije

carried out. It rarely is.

3) The last step ix causal analpis'is to evaluate the adequacy of

the causal model. This step involVesIldentifying all the possible-paths by

which .each'spair of varlableS might,:covary, computing the .amount. of

covariance between the variables which each of these paths contribute's', 'and

adding up the results to estimate the total relationship between the"two:

variables. Elalock (1964) presents one procedure for this evaluation

based on predicting which partial correlations shoUld vanish when

intervening variables are held constant.. 'The procedure. suggested hereA.s

more general, and seeks to' estimater the actual'non-zeip Magnitude of all
covariance relationships among variables in the model-.

Variablesmay covary,when: a) one causes ,.the other directly; cr b)

when one causes changes in the'other 'indirectly via another or

variables; or c) whenboth:variables have' a common cause v. The,

7agnitude of the direct effect of one variabld on another the

stru:ftural.c-,effiCient. To find the indirect effect of any. any

tf _::,t.multiply.the causal coefficients for all is 7

in
covariance When variables share/a common.ca_

ha r.:: ;y.-_ a simple set of two rules . for deterMining ccc -:7.ti7t7 T_--aths

ne may. travel in a reverse causal direction in a.-.:dine a :a h,

the: to a forward:causal direction. !But e may ---)17: then

reverse causal direction. This rule ,simply ,chanical

a, common cause for the two variables under corraticr
which-caUsal direction'is reversed from backwa

-.1T-n cause. To. allow a second reversal would piLt. an ,=fect

e modify a cause 'variable, which wild. violet., the tc-porai

1:7:7:nalvzed covariance paths, since they.heve no temporal direction.

Hed: be traversed in either direction. -

"Iwo variables may -be related by a number of paths. The basic

pf linearity ih causal'mcdels.allows one to compute the total.'

of clevariable on another by 16st'adding the pathval0 s for: all

...__ffere7± paths by which they are coordinated. When one ha done this,

.suit is an estimate_oof the zeto-order ,correlation, ased cn the:
as w:-.)tions of the casual diagram; and-the estimates of 'the stucturai

cc- 'Icient3.
thestructure of the relationships ,agongvariab s is accurately

re----ented by the causal_dtlegram, 'this value should correspond, to, the.

ob::,:ved zero -order correlation. Values which are substantially different

frc.71 the observed values indi'ate that the structure of'the causal'mdael -is

no- supported by the observed data. -,
*
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If one -makes the assumption that the correlations computed from the
causal diagram are really population values (that is,'that the causal model
is correct), tests for differences ,hetween observed and population
correlations can be made by--simple Risher 'r-to-Z tests. In these tests, a
non-significant result indicates thatlthe computed sand observed values are

sufficiently close to have come from the same populatior and thus the
model structure relating the. .two variables is not incorrect.

v.. It is importaht to' realize that the model structu:e has not peen
proven by these tests. _There may' be a large number of models which will
accurately reproduce the zero- order' correlations. However, if signifLtant
differences between the computed and onserved. va-ues.er- round, the' model
which produced them. can be rejecter. ThJS :he arc -]urn test be

plausibility, rather than the,adequacy the causal rro-el. Irpl sible

models-can be rejected, but plausible ones-must be further- evalus ad.
One way to test the overall adequacy, of mode" is a de =nine tr

average accuracy of the ,reproduced corr. tsns, as t-
.

observed correlations. A "goodness-of-- c" c-dr- -P.

Squa.:ing the Correlations to get est4 -rc the

abs: lute value of the difference - Jee. tt.--Erv&

coy- ,iance, and averaging this value ;,:r ail pair_ 71-as

4h.ch recei77es a -.85 goodness-f:-fit -acing ? avers- of

credicting the covariance of any pair of war A mo_

a .95 rating would clearly be a bett_____t repre. on cf ata,

E-J, if th models were plausible.

17

EXAMPLES ,OF CAUSAL MODELS.W.72171 =AR 71T

first two stages of analysis are usua

researchers, butthe model evaltration 7ZgE

ally,teSts:the implications cf the assumptior- a.7

cdel made by the:researcher. Any model structure

first stage, and structural coefficients-can :e c;:ained for : in

co-d stage. But with the evaluation stage; V-72 resulting mo.E.L may

.:71d to violate one or more of the conditions oftauethty. Obvtously,

ce, sions drawn' -from amodel in violation of the requirements of

Causality are suspect.
Three examples of 'causal models based on real data will be used to

.illustrate the additional ilfOrmation provided by the evAllation stage.

The first example from a study of nonveral communication

ti impairment. in brain- damaged patients (Duffy, Watt a:id Lffy, 1978, 1,.;/9)

This may. seem a bit-remOcied from mass communication research, but the
analysis situation's are actually very similar: experimental manipulation
is pragmatically, and ethically iMpoSible,. so all causal sta _ments must be

made from ObServational data;/there are a number of variables involved; and

the causal ordering of- some of the variables is a subject of ntrovetsy.

The other two examples' are from mass communication research in two

.
different areas: political communication and subcultural media lose.

Nonmerbal.Communicative-Impairment Models.
The first- three figures contain three .models. causally relating the

following variables::: 'PICA (Porch Index-of Communicative,Abilities)4 an
ex.of generalized symbolic ability; -RPM (Ravens Progressive Matrices), a

measure of general :intelligence; MAT,(Manual.Apraxia Test), amoto.skills
test;'PRT (Pantomime Recognition Test), a nonverbal recognition abilities
index; andPET.(PantOrtrime- ExPressiOn Test), a nonverbal. expression index.

tarried
--

rarely' is 7 This ,

it the sL___ -axe
-ray be sr tied

-5-
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Figure 1 repretents one -theoretical' perspective pn the oril5in of (
nonverbal communication deficits. Simply' put,. it-states that deficiencies:
in general symbolic abilities, intelligence; ancil manual skills all occur
,simultaneously as a result of a loain lesion'due to injury or stroke, and
thus there is no causal ordering among them. .They covary because they are
a result o4 a common- These-variables--in- tArn- cause'6,--ficits:in

nonverbal abilities.
.the table 1,:ith this mode2 L:::_urvis, -this is .7 plausible.

causal. statement. 'is_ng the --.:.eviously rules to detel7=ne unique:
causal paths, then acq.e..1q- effects of all paths -between pairg of
variables,- produces. esd..caat-ts 7f the,. observe-2 correlations whLch do not

differ significantly fr7:11 tr. correla..7:77,s. .In traditional :causal
analysit, this informati-m we not be avai17:-.7., Nor would the goodness-,,
of -fit value. Conclusns (--.7-7,7,7n would be sed upon the mao7litude
possibly ehe significar- le,,,e_:_trof the st.-al toefficier-73 obtained
from the second stage analytis,-and the ased..,(;',alutal. st.=2-ture would

tacitly-accepted. -
But 'beause we 1-1,-:vrthis additional infOrmar.:_m, it is'.

possible to contrast t-..1;, =first, model with E

Figure 2 shOws.thisrl:' It states that zedoMinant cause variable
is general intellige eficits in intell_Lge---,:e caused by brain lesion

cause' reductions in ability. and mot= whiCh Subsequently
cause deficiencies it 11:Werbal skills.

The, table ass,.:_a tec with this model 57.7.ows -. that this is not a
plausible causal as the covariances -7.-.T.:=cted by the model differ

.significantly frot-t .7,.bserved correlations. i_zearly, Model 1 is.a better

representation of the _oserved facts.
Figure .3. represents another theoreticai perspectiVe. It merely

reverses the causal order of' the intelligen2e* and symbolic abilities
variablee rationale here is that symbolic abilities are, central.,to
any conceptualization of intelligence,,and changes'in tymbolic.ability'th6s
cause chafiget in measured intelligence. As the table shows, this is a
plausible statement. The gccdness-of-fit value also indicates that it is a
better-statement of the observed.data than is Model 1.

Comparing? the .resultItiof the second and third7models leadt to the
conclusion that deficits in symbolic abilities.. probably Cause deficits in
general intelligence,iand not vice versa. We are in the rather astdUnding

position of being able to offer, evidence for causal 'ordering from

otterVational data taken-at-a single time point. It should be emphasized
.that thit.is'possible only if the'evaluation'stage of analysis. is carried

roUt. The structural coefficients of the second model could be used to draw
conclusiont,7 but these conclusions would be in'error, as they would be
based on a causal ,structure' which was not capable of representing the

observed:data.

kdoiescents.and,Political Mass comtudication
Thit causal-analysiswas carried out by Quarles-(1979). Figure 4.is

the causal diagram: for this7-model of the adtecedents of 'accurate'

perceptions. of candidates; .positions on issues. Education (EDUC),..

thterest of retpondents. (POLI) and interest in the campaign by;Political
respondents. (MAI). are. assumed to be exogenous and to covary. The values
repotted.inthe dfagram are .(incorrect) zero -order coefficients.. They were
replaCed bypartial correlations for the analytis.
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Increases in 'any of these exogenous variables, are assumed-to cause
increases in newspaper ,use (NEWU) , which in turn causes increases 'in
political system knowledge., such'as knowledge of the length of terms of
senators, the name of reptesentatives, etc. (SYSK). Campaign interest and
education are also assumed 'to cause- increases in political system

, knowledge.. All variables are presumed to cause increases in the accuracy
with which respondents could identify Campaign issues (ACLU).

As the table associated with Figure 4 shows,- this is a very plausible
model. Nye of the predicted zero-ordei correlations differs significantly
from the observed correlations, and the fit of this model to the data is
excellent, with an average covariance error of less than 1%.

The evaluation of this model has added some credence to the
assumptions of temporal piiority which were made by the researcher. There
are a number of other time orderings which could be, justified, however.
For example, a plausible `argument could be' made\tor reversing the time
Ordering of newspaper use and political system knowledge. A stronger'case
for the causal conclusions which were drawn from this data could be made.if
the alternatives were invesfigated'andifound to be poOrer at predicting the
obserVed data.

Use of Television Blacks
Allen and Bielby (1979) provide the next example. This causal model,

outlined in F4gure 5, is an example of a very complex situation. Four
exogenous variables are defined, ectcation (EWC) , socioeconomic status
(SES), AGE and SEX, all which are assumed to covary. The covariance
coefficients were not reported, in the original research,a but were
reconstructed as partial correlations from the, zero-order correlation
matrix and entered in the modelevaluation stage.

Education is assumed to have a direct causal effect on all other
variables, which mere black identity, (BLID), the sense of personal control
over life ,(PERC), anomie, or alientatipn from white society (AWM), total
television-viewing (TOTV), black oried public affairs television viewing
(BLPA), and the perceived bad points of black situation comedies 1BADP).
Black identity is a function of, age and education, and'in turn produces
effects irk total television viewing and perceived bad Points. Personal
coptrol'is a function of education and SES nd.produces changes in total
television viewing levels: Alienation is a function of education and sex,
and causes differences in black public affairs viewing. All variables with
the exception of SES, personalcontrol, and. anomie produce effects in the
th'perdeption of bad points of .black situatioh comedies..

The,causal ordering° is justified by the authors, fulfilling the
necessary'cOnnectidn condition for causality.', But there rethpin a number of
rather arbitrary causal relationsh s. For example, it could ar, ed
that black public affairs Viewing. ould preCeed black identit ,mss in a
learning process. As the model is ated, _there is no relation hip at all
betweeftblack identity and black pubiic`affairS yiewing.

'r It is particularly necessary to carry out the evalua ion ---stagp in a.
,cpT.riplex model with non-obvious structures like this *one/ As _ results in
Figure 5 show, the authors of this model did an admirable job of creating a
structure which was consistent with the reality. of the observed data.
However, there is loAe-striking difference between the correlations observed'
and ththe predicted by 'the model. The observed relatignship betweeri--
personal control and-anomie. wa§.74.3a, but -the model predict& a'correlation
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of only -.02! A look at the structure of the model indicates why:, anomie

and personal control are assumed to be unrelated, so any correlation
' between the variables should be spurious, result of covariance

witlicrffunon cause variables.

Ilhe spurious ' the could not provide covariance of the magnitude
observed, so it a rs that there might be a real relationship between the

two variableS. Whic s overlooked by ,the Juthors, It is certainly

. plausible to think t t a sense of petsonal control and a feeling of anomie

should be directly related in a negative fashich.
It would be interesting to recompute.the structual coefficientsiwith

the addition of this causal path, and then to reevaluate the model. To be,

sure, this is a somewhat atheOretical way of aporcabhing causal modeling,'

But it is also,unsatisfyin4 to be in the situation of drawing conclusions

from a model with'a known flaw.

CONCLUSIONS
These examples have illustrated the additional power which evaluation

of models_\brings to causal analysis. It enables'the researcher to reject
implausible model structures, ;to find evidence of temporal ordering of,
variables, to detect missing. relatiOnships in models, and possibly to
permit self-congratulation for creating a good theoretical Model.

. It seems clear thit the philosophical requirements for establishing
casual relationships imply that thiS evaldation stage should be carried
out. p The.conclusions drawn from a causal'model are only as good as the

structure- of the model. It is necessary' that researchers test the
plausibility of the assumptions made in creating the structure, lest they

draw conclusions and implications from an invalid set of.postulates.

Except in the simplest models, this evaluation must be carried out

with the aid of a computer. The numbef of indirect, paths. by 'which

variables can be related increases exponentially with the number of causal

and unanalyzed links included in the model. As an examplethe Allen and
Bielby model produced about 8000 coordinating paths between variables.
Reproduced correlations and significance tests for the models in this paper

were produced by a computef'program which id available from the Author upon

request.

r.



- FIGURE 1.

Nonverbal Communication Impairment Model 1

ORIGINAL AND REGENERATED CORRELATICN COEFFICIENTS
PRT RPM PICA PET NAT

PRT 1.000 0.489 0.716 0:676 0.346
REGEN 1.000 0.432 0.707 . 0.621 0.404
SIG 1.000 0.648 0.905 Q.545 0.671

JUN 0.489 1.000 0.599 0A-511 0.490

REGEN 0.432 1.000 0.510 0.420 6.376

SIG 0.648 1.000 0.458 0.460 0.372
;

PICA 0.716 0.599 1.000 0.89 0.638.
REGEN 0.707 .518 1.0,00 0.883 0.560

SIG 0.905 0.458 1.000 0.789 0.443

'6.676PET 0.511 0.892 1.000 0.703

REGEN 0.621 0.420 0.883 1.000 0.653
SIG 0.545 0.460 0.789 1.000 0.556

MAT 0.346 0.490 0.638 0.703 1.000
0.404 0.376 0.560 0.653 1.000

SIG 0.671 0.372 .0.443 0.556 1.000

GOODNESS OF FIT = 0.9368

ill



FIGURE2
P

Nonverbal Communication Impairment -- Model 2

INAL AND REGENERATED CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

- :( PRT RPM "PICA por MAI°

1 ,0.489 0:716, 0.676 0.346.0

Ne( REGEN0 1N000 0.486: 0.714\, 0.582 oalg--.
SIG 1.000 0.982 0.982 0.325 0e4S5

RPM 0.489 , 1.400 0.599 0.511 0.490

GEN 0.486 1.000 0.600 0.512 0.490

SIG 0.982 1.000 Lopo 1.000 1.000

PICA 0.716 0.599 1,000 0.892 0.638

REGEN 0.714 0.600 MOO 0.813° 0.294
/SIG 0.982 1.000 1.000 0.061 0.004

PET 0.676 0.5)1 0.892 1.000 0.703
REGIN' 0.582 0.512 0.813 1:000 0.433

0.3250 1.0C 0.061 ,1.000 0.010
' .

MAT 0.346 0.490 0.638 0.703 1.00
REGEN 0.238 0.49.0 0.294 0.433 1.000
SIG : 0.455 1.000 0.004 0.010 1.000,

GOODNESS OF FIT *mii, 0.9049-

it



FIGURE 3

Nonverbal' Communication Impairmea Model 3

ORIGINAL AND'REGENERATED CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
PRT

PRT 1.000
REGEN 1.000
IG 1.000

M 6.489
REGEN. 0.486
SIG 0.982

PICA 0.716
0.714

SIG 0.982

SIG

0.676
0.635
0.648

MAT 0.346
REGEN 0,457
SIG 0.402

RPM PICA. PET

0.489 0.716 0.676
0.486 0.714 0.635

S 0:982 0.982 0.648

1.000 0.599 0.511
1.000 0.600 0.486
1:000 1.000 0.834

0.599 1.000 0.892
0.600 1.000 0.896
1.000 1.000 0.910

0.511 0.892 1.000
0.486 0.896 1.000
0.834 0:910 1.000

0.490 0.638. 0.703
0.384 0.640 0.715
0.407 0.986 0.880

GOODNESS OF FIT = . 0.9704

MAT

0.346
0.457
0.402

0.490
0.384
0.407

0.638
0.640
0.986

o

0.703
0.715,
0.880

1.000
1.000
1.000
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FIGURE 4

Adolescents,and Newspaper Use'

.173

.

Political System
Xy'Knowledge

ti

Politico!
Interest

X3 Cbmpoign
'Interest

X4 Newspaper Use
. .

. .iss

Path Analysis for Young Madison Sample. Using Newspaper Use as Media
Indicator

'NOTE: Figures in parentheses are partial correlations which replaced
the.zeroorder correlations in tests of the model.
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FIGURE 4 (Continued) df.

\J

ORIGINAL AND REGENERATED.CORRELATION,COEFFICIENrS
./ ACLU EDUC POLI CANE_ SYSK

(

NEWU

ACCU 1.000' 0.3664 0.400 0.320 .f0.420 0.440
REGEN 1.000. 0:355 0.396 0.337 )0431 0.437
SIG ,1.000 0.929. 0.943 .0.787 0.843 0.961

EDUC 0.360 Lpoo ;0.180 0.090 0.340 0.250
REGEN 0.355 1.000 0.160 0,079, 0.338 0.239
SIG 0.929 1.000 0.763 0.870, 0:978 0.859

POLI 0.400 0.180 1.000 0.470. 0:390` 0.450
REGEN 0.396 -0.160 1.000 0.464 0.3841 0.449
SIG \0.943N 0.763 1:000 0.911 0.924 1.000

,--

cArg 6:320 ; 0.090 0.470 *1.000 0.110 0:380,,

REGEN 0.337 0.079 0.464 ti 1.000 0.204 0.382
SIG / 0.787 0/.870 0.911 1.000 0.16e 0.975

SYSK 0.420 0.340 0.390 0.110 1.000 0.330
REGEN 0.431 0.338 0.384 0.204. 1.000' S.328
sIg/ 0.843 0.978,1 0:924 0.160. 1.000 0.972

"=":7

NEWU 0.440 0.250 0.450 0.380 0.330 1.000
1REGEN .0.437 0.239 0.449 0.382 0.328 1.000
SIG 0.961 0.859 1.000 0.975 0.972 1.000

GOODNESS OF FIT = 0.9941

v._ -13-

15



FIGURE 5

Use-of Television' by Blacks

:1 j

1

.14
BLACK 4""

P° IDENTITY

SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS

04

PERSONA
CONTROL

".

BAD POINTS OF
BLACK

SITUATION
COMEDIES

.

Path Diagram of Determinants of Perceived Bad Points of Black Situation Comedies amongg Black Adults

NOTE: FLgures in,parentheses are partial correlations which replaced

the zero-order correlations in tests of tile model.
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EDUC SES

, EDUC 1.000 0.470

REGEN 1.000 0.441
SIG 1.000

SES
REGEN
'SIG

%.470
0.441
0.554

,Lboo
1.000
1.000

AGE -0.393 -0.217
REGEN -0.354 -0.184
SIG 0.465 0,.572

'fSEX N 0.089 ,0.053
REGEN d.074 0:042
SIG 0.811 .0.860

BLID 0.270 -,0.164

REGEN 0.253 0.121
SIG 0.7,2. 0.471

PERC 0.169 0.07
REGEN 0,166 '0.194
SIG 0.963 0.963

ANaM -0.140 -0e105
REMIT -0.1;40 --0.063

SLG 1.000 0.490

BLPA, 0.286 0.17e
'REC&I. 0:281 0.24
SIG 0.929 0:370

TCTV -0.319 -0.274
REGEN- `-0-. 310 0-0.258,

SIG ' 0:864 'el:784

. .1."

BADS ; 0.395 -",101.244.

=EN 0.385 0.202
SIG '2,0:b514

0.474

GOODNESS OF Frr-=

40RIGIliAL AND

AGE SMC

7-0.354

. 0.465

-0.217
.-01.184

0.572

0.074
'0.811

0.053

'0.042

0.86D

1:00'

1.00 06

'100 858

-0.075 1.000
- 0.064 1.000'
0.858 1.000

.

w-0.38_ 0.129
- 0.37- 0.031
0.829 0.108\

A
1.

- 0.057 0.057

0.063 0.014

.0.922 0.481

FIGURE 5 (c... -ed)

RATED CORRELATION,
BLID PERC -ANOM

v0;270 0.169 -0.;140

04%.253 00,66 -0.140
0.772 0.963 1.000

COEFFICIENTS
BLPA TOTV BADP

0.286 -0.319 0.395

0.281 -0.310 0.385
0.C290 0.864 0.851

13.164 0.197 -0.19,5. 0:178 -0.274
0.121 0.194 -0.01t ',0.124 -0.258

471 0.963 0.490 0.370' 0.784

'0.017 -0.141
-0.140
0.986

0.054

0.542
I

20.11 p.025
-0.100 0:040
0.771 0.932

0.202. -0.020
. 0.159 -0.026
0.465- 0.918

'

0,371
0,349
0:679

0.9897

-0.050
-0.069
.0.761

0:244
0.202
0.474

.381 --0.057 0.017 0.202 -0.371

-0.370 - 0.063. 0.054 0:159 -0.349

0.829 10.922 0.542 0.465 0:679-

. r

04.129 0.057 -0.111 0.035 -0.020 -0.050

0.031 0.014 :--0.140 0.040 -0.026 -0.069

0.108 0.481 0.986 0.232 0.918 0.761

LOW `--0.031 -0.06C 0.11 -0.228 0.296
1 000 01043 -0,03- 0.071 e-0.229 0.288

-1.000 0.226 0.70- 0.190 0.982_ 0.893

-0.031 1.000 -0.32J 8.106 -0.184 0.130

0.043 '1.000 -0.02:3, 0.047' -0.194 ' 0.096

0.226 1.000 K1000 . 0.332 '0.869 0.577.
r

-.9.326. 1.000 4.184 0.132 -0.085

70.q37' -0.023 1.000 -0.1m 0.044 -0.060 -

0.707 '.0.0 1.0004 0.989 0.147 0.682

6, ..cy.1784 1.600 -0:184 .264`

. 186 1.4p$0."-0.087 .226 ,,

6_ 1.00.0 0.108 '0.511'
L.

'1.000 '.-0.366-
1.b00
1.000 0.68

o.

0.071 47,

0.190 0.332

-0.2213 -0.184
-0.229 -0.194
0.982 0.869

0.296 0.130
0.288 0.096

0.893 0.577

'1

0:132 -0.184'
0.044 -0.087
0.147 , 0.108

-0.085 0.264 -0.366 1. 00
-0.060 0.226. -0.344 1.6600

0.6r 0.511 0.684 1.000
A
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